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ANIMAL ATTRACTION
For thematic party-favor labeling, go with 
these black-and-white cow and sheep gift 
tags. Made from heavy-weight white card stock 
with metal eyelets and strings, they coordinate with 
the self-mailers and cow notebooks.

PRICE: 2.25" x 1.75", $6.50
WHERE TO BUY: humunuku.etsy.com

WHAT A CUTUP
Set your table with a smile using these 
cheerful cheese knives. Devilishly 
designed, this set of four stainless-steel 
cheese cutters sets the mood and makes 
cheese service simple.

PRICE: 5.25" long, $22.45
WHERE TO BUY: 
idealentertainingandgifts.com

A PRETTY good time
Primp your next party with designer accessories

Cheese is a party unto itself, and any shindig in its 

honor is a social victory secured. But still, some of you 

may feel ill prepared to host, sporting as you are that 

old set of Santa-themed knives or a stack of leftover 

Thomas Kinkade note cards. And perhaps the only 

cheese board you own is mutilated after a run-in with 

the stove. If so, we empathize and say, “Don’t settle 

for shabby!” Here are some winsomely cheesy party 

accessories to show off the food—and your good taste. 

Just choose something ticklish to your fancy, put out 

the cheese, and let the rest happen. 
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Manchego

CAN DO culture

PERSONAL REFERENCES
The value of a cheese notebook only increases as guests document 
each delicious cheese experience for future reference. Pick one or both 
notebook styles to give thoughtful party favors that will be put to 
use immediately. 

CLEAN GREEN SLATE
Slate is both a strikingly natural and practical 
vehicle for cheese display. This model from 
Williams-Sonoma comes equipped with a 
special soapstone pencil to write on the slate, 
so the stone works as a labeling surface for the 
cheeses as well as a serving piece. The board 
is furnished with a felt backing for grip and to 
prevent scratching on wood or glass tables. It can 
be wiped clean with a damp sponge. 

PRICE: 16" x 12", $39.95
WHERE TO BUY: Williams-Sonoma, 877.812.6235, 
williams-sonoma.com

For a portable, practical alternative to notebooks, 
use the template for culture's cheese-tasting cards, 
available to download on our website. With categorical 
prompts and a bright graphic, these are a quick, easy 
way to keep track of your cheese favorites

 FREE dOWNLOAd AT: 
 culturecheesemag.com

can do:

Inscribed with the same hand-printed cow seen on the 
self-mailers, this blank-paged notebook makes everyone 
a cheese writer, filling in the facts and tasting notes 
as they wish. Bound with hemp string, the notebooks 
come in sets of two, fitted with a kraft cover and 
black-and-white pages. 

PRICE: 4" x 5.5", $7
WHERE TO BUY: humunuku.etsy.com

This notebook, from Murray’s Cheese Shop in New York 
City, directs the cheese taster with printed prompts 
on each page. Check off the details that apply to the 
cheese you’ve tasted and finish the entry with your 
own description. This cheery red book fits right in your 
pocket for maximum mobility. 

PRICE: 4" x 6", $11.99
WHERE TO BUY: Murray’s Cheese Shop, 888.692.4339, 
murrayscheese.com

EWE MAKE THE RULES
Protect your tabletop with a brown sheep, depicted 
on these endearing, letterpress-printed coasters. 
Made by Brooklyn-based Sesame Letterpress, these 
coasters are a smart accessory when serving craft 
beer—an ideal match for certain sheep’s milk 
cheeses.

PRICE: $6   
WHERE TO BUY: Sesame Letterpress, 
sesameletterpress.com 

For a well-planned cheese lineup, 
Chris Abbot of Pennsylvania 
custom-makes these oxidized, 
rustic markers from copper and 
galvanized wire. Standing tall, 
this set of five tags will arrive 
with cheese names of your choice 
in either Block or Comical font 
(Block shown).

PRICE: Tag 1" x .75", post 7.5"; $20
WHERE TO BUY: makethyme.etsy.com 

Made of porcelain and available 
in sets of four, this cheese-
marker kit by Pottery Barn can 
be used and reused. With a clear, 
white, washable surface, each 
of the identifiers can be labeled 
with cheese names using the 
accompanying pen. When the 
party’s over, wipe them blank and 
store for the next cheese event.

PRICE: 4" x 2.5", $19
WHERE TO BUY: Pottery Barn, 
888.779.5176, potterybarn.com

These fetching ceramic cheese 
markers, by San Francisco–based 
artist Rae Dunn, are made in sets 
naming six cheeses, including 
Brie, Gouda, Bleu, Manchego, Goat, 
and Gruyère. Painted with subtly 
colored designs on the back, these 
attractive signposts sit snugly on 
the cheese and are dishwasher 
safe. 

PRICE: 2.25" x .25", $30
WHERE TO BUY: Rain Collection, 
877.348.5558, raincollection.com

NAME CALLING
A group of cheeses can be confusing to look at (which one is which?), so cheese mark-
ers are a good-looking way of letting your guests identify every wedge and wheel. Handy 
decorative tools for any cheese spread, any of these three sets will do the job. 

Also available 
with sheep!


